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Abstract: Out of the many uses of eLearning - one that stands out for having a potentially great impact
on the quality of life of its users - is relearning physical and psychical abilities that were lost after acute
illnesses or injuries through rehabilitation processes. Such disabilities are a great burden on the
patient, on his caregivers, and on society. Simple everyday tasks represent a challenge and the patient
must learn again gestures that seemed habitual before the accident. Amongst the various sciences and
technologies that have been used in order to improve the classical rehabilitation processes, Virtual
Reality seems to be one of the most promising. Virtual Reality is an emerging science in the field of
rehabilitation, that is gaining more and more uses, due to its great advantages, such as stimulating
movement and cerebral activity, increasing attention levels and simulation various environments that
enhance the rehabilitation sessions. The fact that VR technologies are not yet used on a large scale in
rehabilitation is due to certain disadvantages that are limiting its adoption in every specialized clinic or
rehabilitation centre. Despite its many benefits, Virtual Reality in rehabilitation also has notable
disadvantages that result from it using state of the art technology such as: cost-related issues, issues
generated by the human-computer interfaces that it uses, which may seem unnatural for first time users,
immersion issues may influence the quality of the rehabilitation process, and also compatibility issues
between various devices may arise. Virtual Reality systems usually process large amounts of data, thus
need processing and storage capacity. Also, many VR systems users reported side effects that cannot be
ignored, as they may have an impact on the quality of the rehabilitation process but may also bring
legal and ethical issues. In order to be widely adopted, VR rehabilitation must bring an obvious and
secure improvement to the patient, creating an attractive price/benefit ratio. Also, the expectations of
the patient must be aligned to the possibilities that the technology offers and the practitioners must be
tutored in using such systems in order to obtain the most benefits. In this article we will review the most
important disadvantages as well as analyze possible solutions for overcoming them. The solutions may
be available at the present moment, or may require that the technology progresses, but the key factor
seems to be cost related, as lowering the costs of VR technology would allow more users to access its
features, some as end users and some as potential developers, allowing them to discover and correct the
shortcomings of VR applications and devices.
Keywords: Virtual Reality; Medical rehabilitation; Challenges.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Virtual Reality (VR) is a technology that has been available since the late ’80 [10] and
currently its application domains cover a wide range, such as:
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aviation (pilot training in virtual environments)
education (simulations that create a feeling of “being-there” for students and educators
of various fields in order to train for future real life situations), archaeology (creating
replicas of existing work) or
 medicine: in the field of medicine, VR proves to add promising value to various
activities, from surgical training to rehabilitation and experiments.
Physical rehabilitation is a branch of medicine that is dedicated to helping the patient re-learn
behaviours and gestures that were lost as a result of an accident. This often proves to be an
overwhelming task for the patient and for the clinician. A large number of repetitions of the same
movement may be necessary until it is relearned and can be executed independently. This is one of the
many reasons why technology and particularly Virtual Reality could be a great help in assisting the
medical rehabilitation sessions: a VR environment could present the patient with an example of the
correct movement that he has to execute, as well as create an interesting environment that would
motivate him to continue the session without getting psychically tired or lose focus. A virtual
environment is also flexible and it could be adapted to various deficiencies and personal preferences of
the patient, allowing him to rehearse actions in a safe environment, thus providing less anxiety and
enhancing his autonomy in real life situations [19].
Studies made in the last few decades have proved that virtual reality enhanced rehabilitation
sessions are more efficient than non-immersive ones [10]. Together with telemedicine (providing
medical assistance from a distance through technology), VR has the potential to deliver therapy
services to patients in rural settings or therapy at home [14] for patients that would otherwise not be
able to access these services. A comprehensive study of VR worlds can be found in [1].
Although VR seems to be a great potential to the rehabilitation process, VR technology
developers need to consider the potential issues that can arise from implementing technology for a
medical field especially where disabled people are the targeted users.



II.

VIRTUAL REALITY IN REHABILITATION

Virtual Reality has the ability to create limitless scenarios using dedicated software and
hardware for information transfer from the user towards the system and from the system towards the
user. The system output can be transmitted using various stimuli: visual, auditory, haptic, vestibular or
olfactory [26].
Visual information is usually displayed using a Head Mounted Display, a device consisting of
two small displays positioned in front of each eye within special helmet or goggles. Other ways of
delivering visual information in VR systems use projection systems, flat screens [26] or desktop
monitors. Such displays are Oculus Rift, a virtual reality headset with low latency head tracking and
stereoscopical view [www.oculus.com/rift], Google Glass, a lightweight head mounted display
[www.google.com/glass] or the Fifth Dimension Technologies HMD [www.5dt.com].
Auditory system response engages the user in the virtual world can be transmitted either
through dedicated headsets or using audio devices integrated to the head mounted displays (such as the
Oculus Rift). Binaural audio is a technology that dates back to the 1800s that records sounds exactly as
the human ears would perceive it, thus it is able to recreate the sound so that the listener were actually
involved in the scene where the recording was made [27].
More complex virtual reality systems also provide haptic feedback that enables its users to
experience tactile sensations therefore recreating the sense of touch through vibrations or forces. The
physical sensation of resistance integrated into virtual reality instruments is called force feedback [28].
In medicine such systems that reproduce resistance are especially useful in training for surgeries, as
well as in remote procedures. In rehabilitation, force feedback could prove to be very useful, as it
could provide feedback to a patient undergoing treatment by simulating the presence of solid objects
in the virtual environment in order to sustain reproducing daily activities. Force feedback is
transmitted with the aid of haptic gloves and exoskeletons (lightweight robotics, taking the shape of
human body parts to perform or assist movements) - that are mostly not affordable on a large scale - or
through a joystick or steering wheel.
The enhancement of the virtual world with olfactory feedback, whose potential has not been
yet thoroughly investigated is possible, but still rarely implemented [26].
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As described in [26], the number of applications of VR in rehabilitation continues to grow due
to various advantages it provides over traditional practices:
- It creates a safe and ecological environment for the sessions to take place in. Examples of such
applications are: training patients with neglect to safely cross the street, or to assess the driving
capabilities of patients following brain injury.
- VR allows control over provided stimuli and allows environmental adaptations to the
performance of the patient
- Allows quantification of performance and could lead to standardization of treatment protocols, as
presented in an application that assesses the cognitive function using a virtual kitchen, presented
in [29] or in one that quantifies the hand functions such as range of motion of fingers after stroke
[30].
III.
2.1

ISSUES OF VIRTUAL REALITY IN REHABILITATION
Accomodation

The first issue with using VR for medical rehabilitation is that it needs a greater time for the
patient to accommodate to the virtual reality that is very probably quite different from the reality he is
accustomed to.
After having suffered a stroke, patients are most certainly in a fragile psychical state and
placing them in an unknown environment, or in one that is greatly different from the natural one may
produce them a great shock.
It is vital for the success of the virtual reality therapy that the patient is given time to
accommodate to the VR and he is immersed gradually in order to allow him to accept it and feel
comfortable in it. Another way of making the environment comfortable is by reproducing a calming,
known virtual world, where the patient can feel safe, or even use augmented reality in the first sessions
in order to allow the patient to understand that the environment where the sessions take place is
slightly different form his known reality.
Another accommodation issue is related to the equipment necessary in order to create such a
system. A head mounted display (HMD) imposes an extra weight to the head of the patient, that may
take time to get accustomed to or may not even be an option as in some patients postural control
muscles are also affected by the disability [20].
2.2

Transfering performance

One key issue with VR rehabilitation is pointed out in [20] and refers to the transfer of the
performance obtained in the virtual reality into the real world. In this article it is stated that many
studies examine learning in a virtual environment but do not asses the degree in which the
achievements from the virtual world can be used in the real world, as the two are not equivalent and
the discrepancies between them may affect the rehabilitation sessions in a negative way.
As cited in [20], in [21] an experiment is described where three groups of subjects were
trained to move a set of cans to matching positions: one set was trained in the real world, a set was
trained in a Virtual Environment (VE) and the third set received no training. The conclusion of the test
was that the set of subjects trained in the VE obtained the same results in the real environment as the
set that received no training, although their performance in the VE improved at the same rate as the
real world trained set. The causes of this observation were related to the differences between the two
environments.
In order to obtain a successful performance transfer, the actions exercised in the VE should be
very well observed and represented as they should match the movement necessary in real life.
Although the differences between virtual and real must be diminished, the effort should not be
concentrated solely on obtaining the best possible accuracy of the real environment, as [20] states that
discrepancies between the two should be assessed permanently in order to avoid improving the fidelity
beyond what is necessary to obtain an efficient training session.
2.3

Maintaining motivation

Although maintaining motivation seems to be one of the advantages of using VR enhanced
rehabilitation solutions, the designers of such systems must take into consideration the fact that simply
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providing a virtual teacher that the patient must try to imitate is not sufficient. A regular rehabilitation
session - assisted by a clinician - counts on the observation of the therapist for adjusting the performed
exercises.
Methods for assessing the concentration levels of the patient, as well as ways of adjusting or
changing the session contents according to these observations must be included in a VR rehabilitation
system. These adjustments must be made with consideration, as very complex or realistic elements
present in the environment may appeal to a normal subject but may overwhelm a rehabilitation patient
[20].
2.4

User interfaces

Another drawback of using VR in rehabilitation is that the existing user-interfaces are not yet
very user-friendly, especially for impaired users. Navigating through a VR is usually made using a
joystick, a keyboard or a wand, but as these may be easy to use for the non-impaired, they may impose
problems on the patient recovering from a stroke.
The user interface must be adapted to the patient’s degree of understanding of existing
technology (a patient that has used a similar device pre-stroke may re-learn to use it fast, or may not
even need a learning time) and to his disability, as it should not impose greater effort on the patient
who must be fully concentrated to the exercises and movements that he makes during the session and
not to using the given user interface.
A solution to this drawback is using 3D motion capture hardware, such as a cyber-physical
system consisting of a network of sensors placed on the exercised limb, that would permanently asses
its position, therefore updating the virtual world according to the actions of the patient without him
making any extra effort.
The second problem imposed by the user interface is the way the virtual world is displayed to
the user. The use of a desktop screen may be more familiar, but it certainly does not provide a great
degree of immersion. The solution of using virtual reality glasses, that display the virtual world in 3D
provides a good quality immersion but needs a greater time to get accustomed to. The patient could be
given time to experiment with the display interface in a simple virtual reality before starting the
rehabilitation sessions in order to acquire a greater degree of familiarity.
2.5

Usability

Another aspect that is also related to the user interfaces is that the system needs to be as easy
to use as possible - some go as far as saying that “the rule of thumb should be that the menus, options,
and so forth for adjusting stimulus parameters should be no more complex than that found in MS
Powerpoint!”[2].
This is especially difficult as the rehabilitation process is a very complex one, many
parameters need to be taken into consideration, and it also needs to provide a variety of functionality
and difficulty levels in order to adapt to the real sessions, therefore obtaining these results through a
very simple graphical interface is a considerable effort.
One of the main usability issues imposed by VR is generated by the complex equipment
involved in such rehabilitation sessions, and by the lack of maturity of this equipment. Complex
technology requires complex commands and is therefore difficult to use by the non-technical medical
staff. Still in development, the VR technology has not yet reached its maturity and it has yet to achieve
complete customer understanding and acceptance [32].
Another usability issue is strictly related to the use of VR technology for rehabilitation
purposes and is due to the condition of its users. A disabled user may have a difficulty in re-learning to
use a device that he was accustomed to before the accident and even more in getting used to a new
technology and to new input devices.
Even considering usability as a priority in developing the user interaction system, there is still
needed that the clinician has an end-user technical expertise, a problem that may be resolved by
training the clinicians in using the system in a clinical location prior to appointing actual rehabilitation
sessions.
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2.6

Supervision

Even though VR rehabilitation systems have the potential to be used in a stand-alone at home
environment, because they are still a relatively newly researched field, supervision by a medical
professional with technical expertise is still advised thus affecting the advantage of at-home
rehabilitation.
An option for remote supervision would be telemedicine - providing remote medical
assistance or monitoring through existing telecommunication technologies - that would request a
supplemental effort from the clinician as well as for the clinic, in order to provide and get accustomed
to the required technology.
2.7

Insufficient existing research

As stated in [33], the relatively slow clinical acceptance is partly because of insufficient
statistical data on efficacy and safety.
Even though there are numerous works regarding the field of VR in rehabilitation, the
research teams do not always have the needed interdisciplinary degree for such complex studies, or the
communication between the specialists is insufficient.
Combining the state of the art of VR with the latest information in medical rehabilitation
requires both technological as well as medical knowledge. In order to obtain the desired results, the
involved team must contain specialists in engineering as well doctors and they must share the latest
information in both fields, which can sometimes be a challenge.
Also, each disability would require a very particular configuration, dedicated applications and
specific research.
2.8

Device compatibility

VR rehabilitation is still a newly emerging field and a VR system for the disabled is a
complex one, that generally includes at least a motion tracking system or another user input device,
display and sound equipment, cameras, various vital parameters monitoring systems, or even a Brain
Computer Interface (BCI) all connected and able to transmit information to a central system, in order
for the rehabilitation session to take place safely and with the best results. Each of these components
has its own interface, and standardization has not yet been achieved, thus the engineering effort of
developing such a system. In many cases, it is nearly impossible to replicate the same execution
environment, because of differences between various existing configurations and applications need to
be able to accommodate to similar devices (graphic cards, trackers, drivers, etc.)[2].
As stated in [13], due to the lack of reference standards, most VR applications in the field can
be considered “one-off” creations, tied to the hardware and software they were developed for.
2.9

Costs

There are two economic issues that must be taken into consideration: the profitability for the
developer of VR rehabilitation systems and the cost for the end user.
As it is a challenge to estimate the costs of such a system, many are discouraged to tackle
developing this kind of product. In order to produce an economical viable product, it is essential to
have a targeted market that is as wide as possible.
We have discussed the issue of producing a flexible VR rehabilitation system that needs to
adapt to different hardware configurations, but it also has to adapt to different clinical situations, a
problem that is even more difficult to assess, as it needs a deep understanding of the specific
rehabilitation process, and thus cannot cover all possible situations, so the targeted market is generally
narrowed to one or a few specific rehabilitation session types.
The second economic issue is the cost of such systems for the end user. [33] presents a cost
comparison between a possible low-end configuration of a VR system used for upper limb
rehabilitation and a similar high-end system. The low-end configuration adds up to a cost of $549 and
it consists of:
- Xbox computing platform
- P5 glove
- Java 3D programming toolkit
- Monitor
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Meanwhile, the presented high-end alternative costs $17,800 and contains:
- PC
- CyberGlove – a motion capture data glove with numerous joint-angle measurements that
accurately aquires finger motion information and transforms it in real time in joint-angle
data [34] with costs estimated to $10,000
- WorldToolKit – a library of over 1000 functions that enable programmers to develop new
virtual reality applications [35]
- Monitor.
While the cost comparison of the two configuration is favorable in terms of cost to the lowend one, lower costs also imply lower performance. The P5 glove cannot measure the individual joints
of each finger and has less accuracy than the CyberGlove. An even more expensive alternative would
have been the Rutgers Master II glove that can also provide force feedback [33].
Although there are experiments that test the possibility of developing a VR rehabilitation
system using more affordable devices such as Play Station II [16], a Wii console [18] or a Kinect [22]
the prices for a full software and hardware commercial and immersive system can reach tens of
thousands of dollars, and therefore, even if this would be acceptable for departments or hospitals it is
still unaffordable for a single user [13].
2.10 Ethical issues
Besides the engineering issues, using VR in rehabilitation processes also imposes legal and
ethical issues.
Ethical issues [6] are mainly related to the confidentiality of the information acquired during
the sessions. If the system uses communication over a network in order to transmit information about a
patient, all the data must be secured by using an encryption algorithm. The patient or his guardians
must be informed regarding the threats of transmitting and manipulating electronic information and
regarding the system users that will have access to his information, how long this information is going
to be stored and about the degree of success the technology can obtain.
The system also needs to provide authentication, in order to supervise that the provided
information is accurate.
Establishing if virtual reality assisted rehabilitation is a viable solution for the patient is also
an ethical issue, and the decision must be based on a very well established set of guidelines. Several
aspects must be analyzed beforehand, such as: if the patient is able to understand and accept the virtual
world, to adapt to the interfaces, if the patient is able to inform the clinician of any discomfort, and
lastly if during the sessions he responds to the augmented therapy better than to classical rehabilitation
sessions or if he experiences any side effects.
Another ethical issue is related to how will the doctors be certified to use virtual reality, as
they need to have experience with VR systems, must understand the benefits as well as the risks of
exposing a patient to the virtual environment and to be able to react to any circumstance involving the
procedure.
2.11 Side effects
In [20] it is stated that there seem to be no reports of negative side-effects from using a
desktop version of a virtual reality system, and most of them are associated to immersive technologies
created usually with head mounted displays.
The possible side effects of the virtual reality therapy must be explained to the patient and to
its tutors previously to starting the sessions and the therapy must be halted if any of them are present.
According to [2], “Two general categories of VE-related side effects have been reported:
cybersickness and aftereffects.” The term cybersickness was coined by McCauley and Sharkley in
1992, and it is used to describe a phenomenon similar to motion sickness that appears as a result of
being immersed in a moving virtual environment while remaining physically stationary.
The symptoms of cybersickness are reported to include nausea, vomiting, eyestrain,
disorientation, ataxia, and vertigo [7]. The after effects are generally due to the fact that the subject has
adapted to the virtual world sensory and motor requirements and needs time to return to the real world
ones.
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The symptoms of after effects may include “disturbed locomotion, changes in postural control,
perceptual-motor disturbances, past pointing, flashbacks, drowsiness, fatigue, and generally lowered
arousal” [8].
2.12 Legal issues
The legal issues that must be taken into consideration regard the currently applicable laws in
the field of personal information, confidentiality, medicine and rehabilitation in the country where the
system is used. Some of these issues generally concern [6]:
 informed consent – the patient, his legal guardian or other authorized party must be
informed regarding the process, its potential risks, benefits and alternatives and he
must provide his consent
 standard procedures – the clinician must also follow the standard procedure of the
rehabilitation process when using Virtual Reality, the purpose of the technological
system is to enhance the session, not to alter its fundaments
 emergencies – the procedure in case of emergency must be very well established and
in case it was related to the enhancements of the VR technology, the patient must
revert to the classical rehabilitation sessions.
Another legal aspect that must be taken into consideration is that related to the potential
lawsuits that may come from the doctor, researcher, developer or institution being held responsible for
injuries the patient suffered as a result of after effects of the VR session [2]. According to [9], safety
precautions that can be taken include: “1) Systems should be properly designed; 2) Aftereffects should
be removed, guarded against, or warned against; 3) Adaptation methods should be developed; 4) Users
should be certified to be at their pre-exposure levels; 5) Users should be monitored and debriefed” (p.
543).
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this article we reviewed the available documentation regarding the potential issues that
must be considered by researchers and developers that activate in the field of VR rehabilitation. We
discovered issues regarding the accommodation of the patient to the technology as well as related to
the necessity of a training period for the clinicians, the need for more research in the field with
improved interdisciplinary collaboration as well as more affordable solutions that would allow the
patient to benefit from the virtual environment benefits at home. Side effects have been proven to
appear in certain configurations and the system must be developed with regard to several ethical and
legal issues.
We can conclude that, despite the existence of several downsides, the therapeutic effects of
using VR in rehabilitation must be empirically investigated for an evidence-based practice but the
benefits discovered so far prove it to be an area worthy of further research [14].
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